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8.1. INTRODUCTION  
This chapter introduces the basic concepts and fundamentals of impedance 
and its use as a label free transduction scheme for biosensing applications. An 
increasing trend towards the development of impedance biosensors is 
currently being observed due to the viability of this method for the direct 
detection of affinity biorecognition events and suitability for point of care 
applications. Herein, antibody-antigen affinity interactions have been used as 
an example and the model of an immunosensor utilizing both Faradaic and 
non-Faradaic impedance detection has been presented. Finally, impedimetric 
immunosensors are reviewed and novel designs and amplification strategies 
are discussed. 

8.2. WHY IMPEDANCE BIOSENSORS FOR 
POINT OF CARE DIAGNOSTICS? 

Although clinical analysis has traditionally been performed in well-equipped 
laboratories by trained professionals, this approach is not feasible in the 
absence of these optimal conditions, as is often the case in underdeveloped 
areas and low resource settings. In such situations, biosensors which are 
analytical devices that enable detection of specific analytes may be the only 
way to obtain trustworthy diagnosis. In general, there has been a global effort 
to make healthcare more patient oriented so that tests can be performed at the 
“point of care” which can be anywhere from the home to out in the field. This 
would reduce the number of visits to the doctor or a centralized laboratory and 
would enable effective real time diagnosis. Hence it is no surprise that current 
research is oriented towards developing biosensors that are viable for point of 
care testing [1,2]. Most biosensors are “affinity-based” since they utilize a 
bioreceptor which has a strong affinity to the target and can selectively capture 
it as in the case of antibody-antigen interactions and DNA-DNA hybridization. 
Currently, the most common way for signal transduction utilized in affinity 
biosensors is optical as is the case with the well-established Enzyme-Linked 
Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA). Another example of optical affinity biosensors 
is paper based Lateral Flow Assays (LFA) like pregnancy strips that utilize gold 
nanoparticles for achieving calorimetric detection. While extremely suitable 
for point of care testing where a yes/no answer is required, they are less 
suitable for quantitative analysis and can suffer from false positives, especially 
when complex colored samples are used. Optical transduction normally 
requires the use of labels (gold nanoparticles, fluorescent tags, quantum dots 
or signal amplification using enzymes) to achieve sensitive and selective 
detection of analyte. However, there are issues associated with labeling which 
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include additional costs, inherent multistep nature of analyses and potentially 
perturbative and non-specific signals. This has led to an increased interest in 
techniques that require no labeling and are inherently more facile and suitable 
for point of care diagnostics. Among them, electrical/electrochemical 
transduction based biosensors have attracted widespread interest for label 
free analysis with reduced complexity during signal acquisition. They possess 
an innate sensitivity and simplicity which makes them arguably the most 
practical and quantifiable diagnostic technique for detection of biomolecules 
[3,4]. In very general terms, an affinity biosensor utilizing electrochemical 
transduction reports the capturing of a biological target by a bioreceptor 
modified electrode interface through a generated current or voltage signal (or 
perturbation thereof) [5]. Based on the interrogation technique used, electrical 
biosensors can be broadly categorized as potentiometric, 
amperometric/voltammetric and impedimetric. In particular, impedance 
based electrical transduction, where the applied electrical signal is alternating 
as opposed to direct, can be used to analyze both the resistive and the 
capacitive changes at the electrode surface over a wide frequency range during 
affinity binding. This analytical approach, known as electrochemical 
impedance spectroscopy (EIS), is an effective strategy for the non-destructive 
probing of complex bio-recognition events [6,7] and has been utilized in a wide 
range of biosensors ranging from bacteria and pathogen detection to 
immunosensing and DNA characterization [8-11]. When a target analyte is 
captured by the receptor functionalized electrode surface, it alters the 
electrical properties (e.g. capacitance, charge transfer resistance) of the 
electrode/solution interface which can be analyzed using EIS. Thus, EIS can be 
used for real time and direct monitoring of affinity binding events without the 
use of labeling compounds. Furthermore, EIS biosensors possess attractive 
characteristics often associated with electrical biosensors which include low 
cost, low power, scalability, ease of miniaturization and multiplexing capability 
which makes them promising candidates for use in point of care diagnostics. 

8.3. GROWING NEED FOR FEASIBLE 
AFFINITY BIOSENSORS 

A biosensor utilizes a bio sensing element which interacts with the analyte 
being tested and the biological response is converted by the transducer into a 
measurable signal. The biosensing element can be either proteins, enzymes, 
nucleic acids, antibodies, tissues, cells or receptors while the transducer may 
be optical, electrochemical, thermometric, piezoelectric, magnetic, or 
micromechanical. Thus biosensors can be categorized based on either the 
biosensing element or the transduction mechanism utilized and combine the 
selectivity of biological systems with the computing power of a 
microprocessors to obtain a quantifiable signal that correlates to the analyte 
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concentration. Based on the type of bio recognition event that they monitor, 
biosensors can be broadly classified as being either catalytic or affinity in 
nature [12]. 
Catalytic biosensors incorporate enzymes, whole cells or tissues as the 
biosensing element and detect the presence of analytes by producing 
electroactive signals. Usually, the target analyte is either oxidized or reduced in 
the presence of an enzyme. Owing to their complex molecular structure, 
enzymes can selectively detect very small concentrations of analyte even in 
complex mixtures like urine or blood [5]. Personal glucose monitoring devices, 
which are the most successful commercial biosensors, employ the enzyme 
glucose oxidase to detect glucose concentration in whole blood. While enzymes 
possess inherent selectivity and high biocatalytic activity, they are unable to 
detect several analytes of interest which cannot be catalyzed by a specific 
enzyme or are not commonly found in living systems. In such cases, affinity 
biosensors can be used which detect analytes in an alternative way. 
Affinity biosensors, monitor the binding of a target to immobilized recognition 
elements on transducer surfaces. They take advantage of the selective binding 
properties of certain biomolecules, most often antibodies, receptors or nucleic 
acids. The molecular recognition in affinity biosensors is mostly determined by 
the complementary shape and size of the binding site to the analyte of interest 
[12]. Biomolecules with high affinity and specificity for the given target are 
desirable. Most often observed in this category are immunosensors that take 
advantage of versatile antibody libraries. If antibodies can be raised against 
something, then an immunosensor can be created for the target including 
bacteria, viruses, drugs and other chemicals and can thus have widespread 
applications [12,13]. Nucleic acids have also been used as recognition elements 
to detect complementary nucleic acids, or as aptamers, which are engineered 
oligonucleotide or peptide biomolecules selected for affinity against a specific 
target. Affinity biosensing can be either performed in a single step (binding of 
target analyte to produce a measurable signal) or more commonly by multistep 
protocol using signal amplification techniques (enzyme or nanoparticle 
labeling) to improve sensitivity. Here, we will be focusing on direct and label 
free affinity biosensing for analyte detection.  
While catalytic biosensors have enjoyed widespread commercial success in the 
biosensors market, only a few label free affinity biosensors have been 
commercialized to date. Currently, the immobilization of affinity bioreceptors 
on solid surfaces while still retaining their stability and activity is one of the 
major challenges facing affinity biosensors in general. Furthermore, since 
detection of analytes is often performed in complex fluids, it is vital that the 
sensor surface must be highly selective towards the target analyte so that non-
specific interactions due to presence of interferences can be minimized. 
Associated with the issue of selectivity is the limit of detection which is the 
smallest concentration of target analyte that can be detected. Although label 
free affinity biosensors can achieve low limits of detection in deionized water 
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or buffer spiked samples, this is more difficult to achieve in real biological 
samples which often contain large amounts of non-target interferences. Finally, 
issues with reproducibility (affected by factors like pH and ionic strength of 
sample), usability, durability and cost of instrumentation all affect the 
commercialization of label free affinity biosensors.  
The most common and developed type of electrochemical transduction used 
for biosensors is the amperometric approach which monitors the current 
related to the oxidation and/or reduction of an electroactive species at the 
surface of a working electrode [14]. By coupling an amperometric sensor to an 
enzyme, as in a glucose biosensor, one gets the additional advantage of the 
high specificity and selectivity offered by the enzyme. The catalytic reaction 
occurring at the surface of a working electrode, when an enzyme is in the 
presence of its substrate, gives rise to a current proportional to the 
concentration of the species produced or consumed. In an enzyme based 
biosensor, a molecule needs to be transformed into another molecule by an 
enzyme to obtain an electroactive signal. EIS overcomes this problem and 
enables non-electroactive detection of molecules. While 
amperometry/voltammetry have commonly been used to detect electroactive 
signals produced during catalytic reactions, they are less suitable for direct 
detection of affinity events where they often require redox active labels to 
achieve sensitive and specific detection. For affinity biosensors, EIS has some 
important advantages over amperometry. The active site where the 
biologically mediated redox reaction is taking place should be in close 
proximity to the surface of the electrode. While redox mediators can be used to 
improve accessibility to the electrode, the detection is then limited by the 
mediator mass transfer. Furthermore, additional redox active species might be 
present in the sample solution that will interfere with the amperometric signal 
if the applied DC bias is not chosen correctly. Impedance based biosensing 
enables the direct detection of affinity binding events by monitoring interfacial 
changes occurring at the electrode surface. If the problems associated with 
non-specific binding can be overcome and electrode geometries and surface 
areas can be optimized (e.g. via nanotexturing or using nanoparticles), EIS can 
be a very useful transduction mechanism for sensitive and label free 
monitoring of biorecognition events. 
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8.4. BASIC OF IMPEDANCE BIOSENSING 
Impedance based biosensors normally utilize the formation of a recognition 
complex between a bioreceptor (e.g. antibody) and its corresponding specific 
analyte (e.g. antigen) in a thin film configuration on the electrode surface [15]. 
This complex formation alters the interfacial capacitance and charge transfer 
resistance at the electrode/electrolyte interface. Impedance biosensors can 
sensitively monitor changes at the electrochemical interface and are powerful 
analytical devices when electrode surfaces are controllably modified with 
biomaterials. Impedance measurements are performed in alternating current 
(AC) steady state with a constant direct current (DC) bias and commonly 
involve the application of small amplitude perturbing sinusoidal voltage at a 
particular frequency and observing the corresponding current response. This 
process can be repeated over a range of frequencies, thus yielding an 
impedance spectrum. The resulting current sine wave varies in time and 
amplitude with respect to the applied voltage sine wave and the ratio V(t)/I(t) 
is defined as the Impedance (Z) and can be mathematically expressed as: 

𝑍𝑍(𝜔𝜔) =  
1
𝑌𝑌

=  
𝑉𝑉0 sin(𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔)

𝐼𝐼0 sin(𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔 + 𝜃𝜃) 

where V0 and I0 are the maximum voltage and current signals, ω is the 
excitation frequency in rad. s−1 (ω = 2πf, f is frequency in Hz), t is time, θ is the 
phase shift between the voltage-time and current-time functions and Y is the 
complex conductance or admittance that is inversely proportional to the 
obtained impedance. Impedance is a complex value affected by multiple 
factors, which can be described either by the magnitude (|Z|) and the phase 
shift (θ) or alternatively as a combination of real (Zre) and imaginary (Zim) parts 
of the impedance. When the applied voltage and current waves are in phase 
(θ = 0), the system behaves like a pure ohmic resistor. However, in reality 
electrochemical systems are complex and the impedance consists of an 
imaginary part that can be related to double layer charging due to charge 
separation at the electrode/electrolyte interface which is analogous to a 
capacitor. Furthermore, effects of mass transport and reaction kinetics also 
contribute to this imaginary component. Thus biosensors utilizing impedance 
transduction are often analyzed in terms of a combined effect of resistance and 
capacitance.  
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Figure 1. Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) measurement and analysis: 
(a) Comparing the applied voltage (time) and the resultant current (time) functions to 

determine the phase shift (θ) and absolute impedance ([Z]) of the system. The 
resulting information can be presented in the form of (b) Bode plots, which can 

compare the absolute impedance or the phase shift versus frequency, or as (c) Nyquist 
plots, which compare the real (Zre) and imaginary (Zim) components of the resulting 

impedance. 

 
It is important to consider the voltage magnitude (both the sinusoidal 
perturbation and the DC bias) when utilizing EIS for affinity binding. The 
amplitude of the AC voltage should be low (generally less than 50 mV) so as to 
obtain a linear current response and ensure non-destructive probing of the 
biomolecular layer [16]. High amplitude voltage results in increased force on 
charged biomolecules (e.g. proteins) which also applies to the DC bias 
conditions as both interfacial charge transfer and capacitance depend on the 
applied potential. If performed correctly, EIS has the capability to sensitively 
monitor interfacial changes without damaging or even disturbing the affinity 
binding event which is a big advantage over amperometric or voltammetric 
approaches where higher voltages are utilized. In addition, since the voltage is 
alternating as opposed to direct, electrolysis of the electrode is prevented and 
readout can be more accurate. The most popular formats for evaluating 
electrochemical impedance data are the Nyquist and Bode plots as shown in 
Figure 1 (b,c). In the Nyquist format, the imaginary impedance component (Z”) 
is plotted against the real impedance component (Z’) at each excitation 
frequency giving information about the electrified interface and the electron 
transfer reaction whereas in the Bode format, both the logarithm of the 
absolute impedance, |Z| and the phase shift, φ, are plotted against the 
logarithm of the excitation frequency. 
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Depending on whether there is a redox related charge transfer at the 
electrode/solution interface, EIS biosensors can be categorized as either being 
Faradaic or non-Faradaic. In electrochemistry, Faradaic approaches involve 
actual physical transfer of electrons or ions from the electrode to the solution 
and vice versa. However, in the absence of this charge transfer as can be the 
case in an insulated electrode surface, transient currents can still flow and this 
effect is analogous to the charging of capacitor. In reality, most 
electrode/solution interfaces in biosensors often have a combination of 
Faradaic and non-Faradaic components. EIS biosensors based on the Faradaic 
approach utilize an added redox probe at an appropriately biased electrode 
surface (near the oxidation potential so that none of the redox states are 
depleted). Affinity binding leads to a change in the electron exchange between 
the electrode and the redox probe. This resistance to charge transfer can be 
monitored in a quantifiable manner and will mostly increase after target 
recognition. In contrast, non-Faradaic or capacitive biosensors, do not require 
the addition of any redox probes and are inherently simpler and more 
amenable for point of care testing with the ability to make measurements 
(mostly related to the change in interfacial capacitance during affinity binding) 
at a single frequency. Nonetheless, this methodology will detect any species 
binding onto the interface, without discriminating between specific and 
unspecific capture. Because of this, it is of extreme importance that the 
electrode surface is conveniently functionalized so as to ensure that only the 
target is being bound and thus detected. The only way to guarantee this is to 
perform carefully chosen negative controls in parallel. Surprisingly, most 
publications in the field do not include such negative controls to confirm the 
specificity of the detected signals. 

8.5. ELECTRODES 
Like other electrochemical transduction mechanisms, EIS requires a minimum 
of two electrodes to measure the impedance of the electrode-solution 
interface. In a two electrode system, an electrical contact is made between the 
working electrode and the solution using a counter electrode and the bias 
potential at the working electrode is fixed with respect to the open circuit 
potential. It is therefore difficult to accurately identify the working electrode 
potential which is particularly important for Faradaic approaches where it 
must be maintained close to the oxidation potential of the redox species used. 
When inserted in a solution, the working electrode-solution interface has a 
built in potential that is affected by electrode microstructure, surface 
composition and ionic strength of the solution. Therefore, in order to have 
good control over the bias potential applied at the working electrode-solution 
interface, a three electrode configuration is often used with the addition of a 
reference electrode. The reference electrode, which maintains a fixed and 
reproducible built in potential between its metal contact and the electrolyte 
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allows a known voltage to be applied between the working electrode and the 
solution. Silver-silver chloride is the most common type of reference electrode 
used in impedimetric biosensors. In an ideal arrangement, the reference 
electrode should be placed as close as possible to the working electrode and 
along the current path between the working and counter electrodes. In order 
to eliminate the contribution of the counter electrode to the total observed 
impedance, it should be made of an inert material with an area much larger 
than the working electrode. Generally, the choice of material used for electrode 
fabrication in impedimetric biosensors is crucial as it effects assay sensitivity, 
cost and the ability to adopt different immobilization protocols (gold 
electrodes are often used because of the ease of forming self-assembled 
monolayers using thiol chemistry). Electrodes for impedimetric biosensors are 
often made of inert metals like gold and platinum and various forms of carbon 
which include graphene, epoxy graphite and glassy carbon among others. 
Irrespective of whether a two or three electrode system is utilized, it is crucial 
to choose a consistent and reproducible electrode design based on geometrical 
factors like size, separation and distribution [17].  
While three electrode systems reduce background effects and enable sensitive 
and reliable measurements, interdigitated electrodes (IDEs) have often been 
used to fabricate impedance based affinity biosensors because of their 
inherent simplicity and amenability to miniaturization which makes them 
suitable for point of care applications. IDEs generally consist of two pairs of 
working electrodes that consist of parallel metal fingers that are interdigitated 
and separated by an insulating material [18,19]. IDEs possess several 
advantages like low ohmic drop, fast attainment of steady-state, increased 
signal-to-noise ratio, use of small solution volumes and rapid kinetics of 
reaction [20,21]. Owing to the geometry of IDEs, current flow mainly occurs 
very close to the surface and therefore shows much higher sensitivity for 
analyzing surface changes as compared to conventional electrodes. The 
biorecognition element can either be immobilized on top of the IDE electrodes 
or in the gap between the electrode fingers. Highly sensitive sensor response 
requires strong electrical fields that can be achieved by reducing the distance 
between the electrodes [22]. The typical distance between the electrode 
fingers used for biosensing is about 1–10 µm and is limited by the fabrication 
protocol. Theoretical analysis shows that about 80 % of the current between 
electrodes which are separated by a distance of 250 nm will flow in a layer no 
higher than 250 nm above the surface and will therefore significantly improve 
sensitivity of direct binding detection [23]. Although IDEs are very well suited 
for impedance measurements because of their well-defined geometry and the 
reproducibility of their fabrication techniques, they do have some problems. As 
the distance between electrodes becomes smaller, the chances of suffering 
short circuiting of the electrode set caused by the presence of the sample also 
increase, which may result in a ruined measurement. Another disadvantage of 
interdigitated electrodes lies in the difficulty of using them in a three-electrode 
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configuration, which can hardly be overcome by using an external reference 
electrode. In the latter case, artifacts appear due to the remoteness of the 
reference electrode from the current path between the working and auxiliary 
electrode structures. Electrodes for impedimetric detection, including IDEs, 
can also manufactured using low cost and scalable technologies like screen 
printing on.  
To successfully develop impedance biosensors for point of care testing, it is key 
that the electrode fabrication process is simple, cost effective and scalable for 
mass production. The use of printing techniques is an obvious step towards 
mass production of devices at a relatively low cost when compared to the use 
of semiconductor cleanroom techniques, which involve multiple processing 
steps using complex and expensive facilities. In particular, screen-printing 
technology has opened new exciting opportunities for detection of analytes 
outside a centralized laboratory due to their linear output, low power 
requirement, quick response and high sensitivity. Furthermore, the whole 
electrode system, including working, counter and reference electrodes can be 
printed on the same substrate surface. IDEs and a conventional three electrode 
setup have also been screen printed on polymer, paper and ceramic substrates, 
thus enabling disposable biosensor applications as shown in Figure 2. 
 

 
Figure 2. Electrodes fabricated by screen printing on disposable substrates. (a) IDEs 
on plastic. (b) IDEs on paper. (c) Three electrode setup on ceramic manufactured by 

DropSens (www.dropsens.com/). 

  

http://www.dropsens.com/
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8.6. IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENTS 
A potentiostat is generally used for performing impedance measurements by 
imposing a desired voltage across the electrode-electrolyte interface and 
measuring the resulting current response. In electrical terminology, it consists 
of a feedback loop that controls the current flowing through the counter 
electrode so that the potential of the working electrode can be maintained at a 
constant level as compared to the reference electrode. The working electrode 
is held at ground and the current flowing through it can be analyzed via a 
transimpedance amplifier. If the counter and reference electrode are the same 
as in the case of IDEs, then no feedback loop is necessary but the impedance 
measurements can be performed similarly. Besides potentiostats, several 
instruments based on small signal AC admittance measurements like 
impedance analyzers [24], LCR meters [25], lock in amplifiers [26] and 
frequency response analyzers [27] have been utilized to measure the response 
of impedance biosensors and can operate in a wide frequency range. While 
many these instruments are utilized in laboratory settings, they are bulky and 
expensive and are not suitable for point of care applications. Therefore, there 
is a need to develop low cost, portable and compact impedance analyzers. An 
example includes an impedance analyzer developed by Chuang et. al. that can 
operate in a frequency range of 1 KHz−100 KHz as shown in Figure 3 [28]. It is 
based on an AD5933 integrated circuit (IC) where the response signal from the 
impedance is sampled by the on-board ADC and a discrete Fourier transform 
(DFT) and communicated to a digital microcontroller through an Inter-
Integrated Circuit (I2C) interface. Self-calibration functions are implemented by 
four sets of switching relays and precision resistors. The device can calculate 
optimal gain values before measurement to avoid errors due to environmental 
factors such as humidity or temperature. A smart gain function allows the 
device to automatically switch gain resistors to find the best fit for the 
immunosensor chip. In this way, wide range of impedance measurements 
without manual control can be achieved.  
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Figure 3: (a) An image of the point of care system which includes the immunosensor 
chip attached to the portable device for impedance measurement, a National Health 

Insurance (NHI) IC Card reader and personal computer. (b) A schematic of data 
collection and transmission to cloud data base. (c) Block diagram of portable 

impedance measuring device. (d) Design of pre-amplifier and calibration circuit to 
improve accuracy and stability by increased signal-noise ratio (SNR)  

during impedance analysis. 

 
A comparison of the impedance measurements of the portable impedance 
device with an LCR meter at an operating frequency of 10 KHz show a 
maximum deviation of 3.47 %. The results obtained using the portable device 
can be read on the liquid crystal display (LCD) with two buttons to interface 
with the user. All the data including the date, patient’s information and 
measured results from portable analyzer can then be uploaded to the patients 
file on the cloud database using a National Health Insurance (NHI) IC Card, USB 
connection and a personal computer. The doctor can then view the uploaded 
results and can directly contact the patient if further examination is required. 
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In this way, a complete system can be obtained for effective and real time 
diagnosis at the point of care. 
 

8.7. DATA ANALYSIS USING 
EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT MODELS 

Owing to the complexity of real electrochemical systems, the obtained 
impedance spectrum is often analyzed using simplified equivalent circuits. 
This circuit commonly comprises of resistances and capacitances that 
represent the independent physiochemical processes contributing to the 
overall system behavior [29]. Once this circuit is defined, the obtained 
experimental data is fitted to it using non-linear square fitting techniques [30]. 
Although simple, this technique can be risky as the same data could be fitted to 
several different circuit models. Therefore, it is not advisable to try to fit the 
obtained data to a random combination of circuit elements until a best fit is 
obtained. Even the best models for interfacial phenomena do not often fit at 
extreme frequencies or either require so many fitting parameters so as to be 
useless. It is more reasonable to fit the obtained data to a predefined model 
and changes in the circuit elements (resistance or capacitance) can then be 
reported as the biosensor output. This can simplify measurements so that the 
impedance response of the biosensor can be determined at one particular 
frequency or in a small frequency range where the relative change is the 
largest. The four basic elements used to describe impedance behavior, namely 
ohmic resistance, capacitance, constant phase element and Warburg 
impedance and their definitions are summarized in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Definitions, frequency dependences and phase shifts of the impedance 
elements used to describe biosensor systems [6]. 

 
 
The simplest and in fact the most commonly used electronic equivalent circuit 
to analyze impedance biosensors is the Randles and Ershler model [31-33] as 
shown in Figure 4a. It consists of the uncompensated ohmic resistance of the 
electrolyte solution, Rs, the double layer capacitance owing to the charging of 
the electrode/solution interface (Cdl), charge transfer resistance at the 
electrode/solution interface (Rct) in the presence of a redox probe and the 
Warburg impedance (W) resulting from diffusion of ions from bulk electrolyte 
to the electrode surface. The circuit elements Rct and W are connected in 
parallel to Cdl since the total current flowing through the working electrode is 
the sum of distinct contributions originating from the Faradaic process and the 
interfacial charging. Due to surface roughness of the electrode, the electronic 
properties of the interface cannot be simply described by a purely capacitive 
element and a constant phase element (CPE) is often used to replace Cdl. Since 
all the current must flow through the uncompensated resistance of the 
electrolyte solution, Rs, it is inserted as a series element. The two circuit 
elements, Rs and W represent the bulk properties of the electrolyte solution 
and the diffusion of redox probes in the solution and are thus unaffected by the 
presence of biomolecules on the electrode surface. On the other hand, Rct and 
Cdl depend on the insulating and dielectric features of the biomolecules and are 
the main parameters used to analyze the response of an impedance biosensor.  
A typical shape of the impedance spectrum for this circuit model is presented 
as a Nyquist plot (Figure 4b-i) and includes a semicircle region lying on the Zre 
axis followed by a straight line. The straight line is observed at low frequencies 
and corresponds to the mass transfer limited process due to delay in diffusion 
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of ions from the electrolyte to the electrode surface. The semicircle observed at 
higher frequencies implies a charge transfer limited process. Furthermore, the 
shape of the spectra varies depending on the rate of charge transfer at the 
electrode/electrolyte interface. For a very fast electron transfer (Figure 4b-ii), 
only the linear part could be observed while for a very slow electron transfer 
(Figure 4b-iii), a large semi-circle is observed without any straight line. The 
interfacial phenomena and diffusional characteristics can be easily extracted 
from the spectra. The Cdl can be calculated from the frequency at the maximum 
of the semicircle (ω = 2πf = 1/RctCdl). The Rct is represented by the semicircle 
diameter and the intercept of the semicircle with the Zre axis at high 
frequencies corresponds to Rs. The 45° line can be extrapolated to the Zre axis 
and the intercept which is equal to Rs + Rct – 2σCdl can be used to calculate the 
Warburg coefficient (σ) and subsequent diffusion coefficients as defined in 
Table 1. To simplify data analysis, the Warburg impedance could be neglected 
by choosing a frequency range where no straight line is observed in the 
Nyquist plot and the impedance response is dominated by the interfacial 
changes. Furthermore, it is important to choose a frequency range where a 
meaningful impedance spectrum can be obtained. This range is generally 
0.01 Hz−1 MHz and the circuit elements that dominate at different frequencies 
is shown in the Bode plot in Figure 4c. At extremely low frequencies (below 
1 mHz), the impedance is generally dominated by the DC conductivity of the 
electrolyte while inductance contributions of the electrochemical setup and 
connecting wires begin to influence at very high frequencies (above 1 MHz). A 
more detailed analysis of the circuit elements will be provided later when 
discussing the model of an impedance immunosensor. 
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Figure 4. (a) The most commonly used equivalent circuit model to analyze impedance 
data, namely the Randles and Ershler model. (b) Impedance spectrums in the form of a 

Nyquist plots for this circuit depending on the rate of charge transfer at the 
electrode/electrolyte interface. (c) The circuit elements that dominate at different 

frequencies. 

 

8.8. IMMOBILIZATION STRATEGIES 
The development of impedance based affinity biosensors requires the 
immobilization of the bioreceptor on the electrode surface so that it can 
selectively capture the analyte of interest, thus resulting in an impedance 
change. To achieve sensitive and reproducible results, it is crucial that the 
receptor retains its original properties after immobilization. The efficacy of 
receptor integration with the electrode surface, availability of target binding 
sites, orientation and surface density all affect the final performance of affinity 
biosensors. Several immobilization strategies have been utilized and we will 
discuss a few that are applicable to impedance biosensors. While “physical” 
methods like adsorption and entrapment can result in high surface densities 
on ionic and hydrophobic surfaces, the receptor modified electrode surface 
often exhibits low binding efficacy and instability. Proteins, including 
antibodies, are known to suffer from activity losses when immobilized using 
physical methods which may be due to denaturation, poor orientation of 
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binding sites and steric hindrance as a result of overcrowding and aggregate 
formation [34,35]. This approach also poses challenges when the bioreceptor 
needs to be immobilized specifically on the electrode surface. One way of 
improving physical immobilization on electrode surfaces is by using AC electro 
kinetic techniques like dielectrophoresis (DEP) to trap the bioreceptor on the 
electrode surface and some examples are illustrated in Figure 5 [28,36-38]. 
DEP can be defined as the translational motion of a dielectric particle or 
biological cell in a suspended medium under the influence of a non-uniform AC 
electric field which acts on the particle driving it towards/against the direction 
of the electric field maxima. 
 

 
Figure 5: Manipulation of bioreceptors using dielectrophoresis for impedance 

biosensing. (a) Programmable trapping and release of cells in microcavities [37]. (b) 
Trapping of nanoprobes (antibody conjugated nanoparticles) on IDEs [38]. 

 
For impedance biosensors, controllable and stable immobilization of 
bioreceptor is most commonly achieved by using an intervening and 
chemically tailorable self-assembled monolayers (SAM). Such films can be 
spontaneously formed by chemisorption and self-organization from solution 
[39,40]. Most common types of attachment chemistries for SAM are based on 
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thiols bound to metallic surfaces [41] and siloxanes to oxide surfaces [42]. 
Thiol SAMs are the most studied and are prevalent in impedance biosensors. 
Generally gold electrodes have been used in impedance biosensors as they are 
stable and inert and enable the formation of SAM via thiol-gold chemistry in an 
ordered and reproducible way. The bioreceptor immobilization using an SAM 
generally requires two steps. The first one involves the formation of an SAM 
that consists of a molecular chain with a thiol head group and a functional 
terminal group (carboxylic acid, amine etc.). The second step involves the 
reaction of the recognition element with the functional group of the SAM 
usually through covalent linking (amide bond, carbodiimide chemistry) or by 
the aid of bridging molecules like glutaraldehyde. SAM films may be single 
component or mixed. A mixed SAM is obtained from a solution comprising two 
different thiols with different end-groups and chain lengths. One of the end 
groups is used to covalently tether the receptor while another, usually of 
reduced chain length, is used to minimize lateral steric hindrance to target 
recruitment [43,44]. Thus, SAMs with appropriate functional groups that 
selectively capture specific analytes are easy to immobilize and have complete 
blocking capabilities and stabilities. Since stable and reproducible coatings 
based on SAMs can be achieved only on perfectly clean and low roughness 
surfaces, gold electrodes are often chemically treated to remove organic 
moieties before SAM formation. Alternative approaches to SAM for the 
formation of well-ordered recognition layers include transfer of lipid bilayer or 
Langmuir-Blodgett films on the electrode surface [45,46]. Other protocols that 
have been utilized include fabrication of thin polymer films and bio affinity 
layers like avidin films that have high affinity for biotinylated receptors [47]. 
Irrespective of the chosen strategy, the biorecognition element should be 
immobilized in a stable way such that it retains its accessibility to the target 
molecule and its recognition capability. Furthermore, the electrode surface 
modification should be biocompatible and inert so that it does not affect the 
integrity of the target analyte while also providing a constant baseline signal. 

8.9. MODEL OF AN IMPEDANCE IMMUNOSENSOR 
To demonstrate the use of impedance based affinity biosensing, we use the 
model of an immunosensor which relies on the specific binding of an antibody 
to its corresponding antigen, resulting in the formation of a stable complex on 
the electrode surface. This affinity binding between antigen and antibody 
alters the properties of the electrode/electrolyte solution interface and can be 
analyzed using EIS. First, let us consider for example a bare gold electrode that 
is immersed in an electrolyte solution. The charged electrode surface will 
attract ions of opposite charge from the solution and this will cause the 
interface to be electrically analogous to a capacitor. This is termed as the ionic 
double layer capacitance (Cdl) and this charge accumulation prevents the 
electric field arising from electrode surface to penetrate far into the solution. 
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The characteristic length of the spatial decay of electric field is termed the 
Debye length and represents the range in which the applied potential can alter 
the charge distribution in the solution [48]. It is in this range that the 
attachment of the antibody to its corresponding antigen can affect the total 
interfacial capacitance. The value of the Cdl depends on many variables which 
include electrode potential, temperature, ionic concentration, types of ions, 
electrode roughness and impurity adsorption. The gold electrode surface and 
the ions in solution can be considered as parallel conducting plates separated 
by a dielectric layer and the Cdl be expressed as: 

𝐶𝐶dl = 𝜀𝜀𝜀𝜀0𝐴𝐴/𝑑𝑑 
where ε is the dielectric constant of this layer, εo is the permittivity of free 
space (8.85419 pF m−1), A is the surface area of the plates and d is the distance 
between the plates. 
Next, the gold electrode surface must be functionalized with the biorecognition 
element which is the antibody in this case. To fabricate an efficient 
immunosensor, the antibodies can be immobilized in an oriented manner such 
that the tail region is bound to the electrode while the antigen binding region is 
available for immunosensing as shown in Figure 6. The gold electrode is first 
cleaned (e.g. using a Piranha solution followed by electrochemical cleaning) 
and immersed in a 0.1–0.5 M solution of heterobifunctional ligand (e.g. 
Cysteamine) for a certain period of time. The Cysteamine will form a self-
assembled monolayer layer (SAM) on the gold electrode via its thiol head 
group while its terminal amino group can be used to covalently link the 
antibody. The antibody can be oxidized in a solution of sodium metaperiodate 
and sodium acetate. This results in the oxidation of the hydroxyl groups (−OH) 
of its carbohydrate moieties to aldehyde groups (−CHO) which can then react 
with the amino group of the Cysteamine SAM via peptide or amide bond 
formation. The immunosensor with immobilized antibody is now ready for use 
and can form an antigen-antibody complex during immunosensing. The 
impedance response after each surface modification can be measured in an 
electrolyte solution. 
 

 
Figure 6. Fabrication of immunosensor utilizing self-assembled monolayers 
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When the gold electrode is modified with SAM followed by antibody and its 
corresponding antigen, the structure of the electrode/electrolyte interface is 
modified and new capacitive terms may have to be considered in series with 
the Cdl. Because of this, it makes more sense in biosensors to use the term 
interfacial capacitance, Cint, rather than Cdl. A decrease of the Cint is expected 
due to an increase of the distance between the plates upon the binding of the 
antigen to the immobilized antibody. The total interfacial capacitance arises 
from a combined effect of the Cdl and the surface modification layer (Cmod) due 
to SAM formation, antibody immobilization and subsequent antigen detection 
and can be expressed as: 

1
𝐶𝐶int

=
1
𝐶𝐶dl

+
1

𝐶𝐶mod
 

 
In reality, the electrode/electrolyte interface rarely exhibits purely capacitive 
behavior and the phase angle deviates from π/2. The actual behavior can 
therefore be modeled as a constant phase element (CPE) that can be expressed 
mathematically as: 
 

CPE = 𝐴𝐴−1(𝑗𝑗𝜔𝜔)−𝑛𝑛  
 
While microscopic roughness of electrode surfaces contributes to this effect 
[49], chemical inhomogeneities and ion absorption have also been shown to 
play a major role [50-52] and the extent of deviation from ideal capacitive 
behavior is governed by the parameter n (n ≤ 1) Thus modelling the interfacial 
capacitance as a pure capacitor is too simplistic and using CPE can improve 
fitting of the experimental data. Generally, for biosensor applications the Cint 
may be substituted by a CPE with a value of n between 0.8 and 1 and the 
coefficient A becomes equal to Cint when n is equal to 1 [32]. 
Ideally, the surface modification layer (before antigen detection) should be 
thin and/or have a high dielectric constant so that the capacitance change due 
to antigen-antibody complex formation dominates the total Cint. Assuming that 
the SAM layer completely covers the electrode surface (no pinholes) and no 
charge transfer occurs in the absence of a redox probe, the impedance 
response of the immunosensor can be attributed purely to changes in the 
interfacial capacitance and the immunosensor can be termed as being “non-
Faradaic” or “capacitive” in nature. These capacitive changes can be due to 
several factors like variations in dielectric properties, charge distribution due 
to displacement of ions or water from the electrode surface or even due to 
changes in protein conformation originating from the formation of the antigen-
antibody complex. The resultant equivalent circuit model for a purely 
capacitive immunosensor consists of the interfacial capacitance in series with 
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the solution resistance (Figure 7a). The impedance response, as observed in 
the Nyquist plot appears as straight line parallel to the imaginary impedance 
axis while the intercept of the line with Zre gives an estimate of the solution 
resistance (Figure 7b). 
 

 
Figure 7. (a) Equivalent circuit model for a purely capacitive immunosensor and (b) 

the impedance response in the form of a Nyquist plot.  

 
However, in reality there are defects in the construction of the insulating layer 
(presence of pin holes in the SAM) and the existence of ions and water 
molecules within the protein structure results in non-ideal dielectric behavior 
[53]. This results in charge leakage from the electrode surface into the solution. 
The resistance to this charge leakage, Rleak, can be modelled in parallel to the 
interfacial capacitance (Figure 8a). This effect may reduce the dynamic range 
and sensitivity of the capacitive immunosensor. The impedance response 
observed in the Nyquist plot now represents a semicircle where the low 
frequency intercept corresponds to Rleak which represents the resistance of the 
surface modification layers to electroactive species moving through the 
collapsed sites and pinholes within the film structure and reflects the 
protective properties of these layers (Figure 8b). 
 

 
Figure 8. (a) Equivalent circuit model for a capacitive immunosensor where charge is 

leaking to the solution through the defects in the insulating layer and (b) the 
impedance response in the form a Nyquist plot. 
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Also as seen from the bode plots, the Rleak dominates at low frequencies and the 
phase angle is close to zero. As the frequency increases, the impedance due to 
the Cint become lower than that of Rleak until it dominates at which point the 
capacitive effects begin to dominate and the phase angle approaches 90. At 
significantly higher frequencies, the Rsol dominates the impedance response 
and the phase angle again approaches zero. Therefore, appropriate choice of a 
measurement frequency will approximate the impedance as a capacitor. This is 
the frequency range we prefer to make measurement in because addition of 
the antigen will change the interfacial capacitance. Ignoring the apparent effect 
of the resistances in the model will simplify the readout and post-readout 
processing of the electrical signals. From the magnitude and phase shown in 
Figure 9, this range is determined to be between 1−30 KHz for many 
impedance biosensors. Changes in Rleak can also be employed as a sensor 
output and can be independently assessed using cyclic voltammetry in the 
presence of a redox probe.  
 

 
Figure 9: (a) Magnitude plot and (b) phase plot of a typical capacitive immunosensor 

 
Now, let us consider a situation when the gold electrode surface is either 
partially covered by an insulating SAM layer or is coated with a conducting 
layer (e.g. conducting polymers like polypyrrole). If there are redox probes 
present in the measuring solution and the applied potential is such that these 
electroactive moieties exchange electrons across the interface, a whole new set 
of phenomena, known as Faradaic, appear. Redox probes like 
ferro/ferricyanide [Fe(CN)63−/4−] [54], ferrocene [55] and ruthenium 
hexaammine [Ru(NH3)63+/2+] [56] are commonly used to monitor the ability of 
the modified electrode to transfer electrons. As the electrode surface is 
progressively modified sequentially, the interfacial charge transfer to a redox 
probe present in the solution becomes increasingly difficult due to the blocking 
effect of the SAM, antibodies, and antigens. This is described as a resistance to 
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charge transfer, Rct, in the equivalent circuit model and is present in parallel to 
the Cint (Figure 4a). Rct represents the real component of the impedance 
response at low frequencies (typically 0.1−10 Hz) and can be mathematically 
expressed in as a series combination of RAu and Rmod which represent the 
constant electron transfer resistance of the unmodified gold electrode and the 
variable electron transfer resistance introduced by the surface modification, in 
the presence of the solubilized redox probe, respectively. 
 

𝑅𝑅ct = 𝑅𝑅Au +  𝑅𝑅mod  
 
When the electrode kinetics are fast, the electrochemical process is limited by 
mass transfer [57]. Therefore, if the applied potential is such that the electron 
transfer is sustained, then the supply of material to and from the bulk solution 
to the electrode surface is limited by the diffusion of the redox probe. In 
general, mass transport can be of several forms which include convection (due 
to stirring of solution), migration (due to charge gradient) or diffusion (due to 
concentration gradient). For impedimetric biosensors, experimental 
conditions are utilized such that the current is diffusion limited. The thickness 
of the interfacial diffusion layer depends on the diffusion coefficient of the 
redox probe, stirring rate and the temperature. Due to this mass transport 
limitation, an additional term is introduced into the equivalent circuit, namely 
the Warburg impedance, W, which appears in series with the Rct. 
 

8.10. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN 
IMPEDANCE IMMUNOSENSORS 

Impedance based affinity biosensors enabling label free and direct detection 
are gaining widespread interest due to their suitability for point of care 
applications and have been demonstrated for various bioanlytes which include 
proteins, nucleic acids, whole cells, microorganisms, antibodies and antigens 
among others. In this section, we will focus on the use of impedance for 
immunosensing applications. In immunosensing, two strategies can be utilized 
which include either detection of an antigen by its specific antibody or vice 
versa. In either case, the binding event leads to a change in the electrode 
surface properties, although larger changes can be observed for detecting 
antibodies because of their higher molecular weight and low dielectric 
constant.  
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8.10.1. Non-Faradaic impedance immunosensors 
Non-Faradaic or Capacitive immunosensors were initially utilized for detection 
of immunoreactions [58,59]. The development of the first capacitive affinity 
biosensor is largely credited to Newman back in 1986 who utilized 
interdigitated electrodes covered with a non-conducting polymer layer and an 
antibody probe [60]. Gebbert et. al. used electrochemically grown tantalum 
oxide with controlled thickness as an insulating layer and were able to detect 
anti-mouse IgG with the limit of detection (LOD) of about 1 ng ml−1 using 
mouse IgG as the probe by measuring capacitance changes at 1 KHz, although 
non-specific binding was quite significant [61]. Maupas et. al. utilized modified 
platinum electrodes with different polymeric layers and used a flow injection 
system to achieve real time immune detection of alpha fetoprotein with a 
relatively poorer LOD of 100 ng ml−1 [62]. However, they could reduce the 
effect of nonspecific binding using a differential mode of measurement and 
claimed reproducible impedance changes on an order of 1 %. Mirksky et. al. 
developed an immunosensor using anti-HSA antibodies attached to a tightly 
packed SAM and collected data at a frequency of 20 Hz where the impedance 
change was purely capacitive [63]. They used capacitive change to identify the 
concentration of the immobilized antibody probe and could normalize the 
subsequent change upon antigen binding, thus improving response 
reproducibility. Capacitive changes can also be used for continuous binding 
analysis as has been used for monitoring Human Serum Albumin (HSA) under 
conditions of fluid flow, thus enabling a mathematical description of the 
binding behavior to be identified [64]. Similarly, a highly sensitive non-
Faradaic immunosensor has also been developed for the direct detection of 
protein interferon-g at attomolar levels (0.02 fg mL−1) on polycrystalline gold 
electrodes that are modified with antibody attached to SAMs of cysteine or 
acetyl cysteine [65]. They made use of a flow cell into which controlled amount 
of antigen was introduced and this was followed by buffer washes. Although 
significant amount of nonspecific binding could be detected, they observed that 
this could be corrected by the subsequent washing steps. Ramakrishna et. al. 
developed a capacitive immunosensor for the detection of cardiovascular 
biomarkers, C-reactive protein (CRP) and myeloperoxidase, by using a gold 
electrode that is covered with a nanoporous silica film [66]. The exposed gold 
electrode at the bottom of the nanowells created by the porous silica were 
functionalized with dithiobis(succinimidyl propionate) to attach streptavidin 
followed by immobilization of biotinylated antibodies. The impedance change 
after antigen detection was proposed due to a perturbation of the electric 
double layer in each nanowell, thus resulting in a LOD in the pg ml−1 range. 
Screen printed electrodes have also been utilized for developing capacitive 
immunosensors. Bhalla et. al. developed such for the detection of cardiac 
biomarker, cardiac troponin I (cTnI) by attaching anti-cTnI antibodies to 
citrate capped gold nanoparticles deposited onto screen printed electrodes 
[67]. Besides the use of single planar electrodes, capacitive immunosensors 
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have commonly been fabricated using interdigitated electrodes (IDEs). Dutra 
et. al. reported an immunosensor for cardiac biomarker, for cardiac troponin T 
(cTnT) based on capacitive changes after antigen binding on two planar 
aluminum electrodes separated by a distance of 2 mm with a detection limit 
down to sub ng ml−1 levels [68]. Recently, Chuang et. al developed an 
impedance immunosensor utilizing an interdigitated microelectrode array for 
the detection of bladder cancer biomarker, Galectin-1 (Gal-1) [28]. To improve 
sensitivity and immobilization efficiency, they have utilized nanoprobes (Gal-1 
antibodies conjugated to alumina nanoparticles through silane modification) 
that are trapped on the microelectrode surface using programmable 
dielectrophoretic manipulations. The impedance response due to capacitive 
changes are calculated at 10 KHz where the maximum change is observed. The 
immunosensor shows good specificity for Gal-1 detection and an observed 
LOD in the pg ml−1 range in buffer and human urine spiked samples.  
 

8.10.2. Faradaic impedance immunosensors 
Faradaic impedance immunosensors have also been developed and normally 
utilize the change in resistance to charge transfer, Rct, to monitor 
immunoreactions. An example is the detection of human mammary tumor 
associated glycoprotein which resulted in a change in Rct after being captured 
by specific antibodies that were immobilized on gold electrode via 
spontaneous absorption [69]. The majority of Faradaic immunosensors utilize 
detector antibodies that are anchored on the electrode surface and are able to 
detect various targets in aqueous solution with achievable limits of detection 
in the sub ng ml−1 range. An immunoassay was developed for the detection of 
murine double mutant 2, a brain cancer biomarker, based on an antibody 
immobilized on cysteamine SAM modified polycrystalline gold electrode [70]. 
An LOD in sub pg ml−1 range was achieved in buffer solutions and the 
sensitivity was almost replicated in very dilute homogenous brain tissue 
samples. Similarly, a Faradaic immunosensor was also developed for the 
detection of serum cytokine, Interleukin-12, which is a biomarker for multiple 
sclerosis by immobilizing monoclonal antibodies on screen printed gold 
electrodes [71]. While they observed detection limits in the pg ml−1 range in 
buffer solutions, the assay was significantly less sensitive in serum. In order to 
improve assay sensitivity, Zhu et. al. fabricated a faradic EIS immunosensor for 
CRP detection that utilized a three dimensional ordered macroporous gold film 
that was electrochemically deposited using a template consisting of silica 
spheres [72]. This macroporous gold electrode film resulted in a 14-fold 
increase in the surface area as compared to conventional planar electrodes. 
This should result in a significant increase in the number of antibodies 
immobilized via SAM and consequently reduced detection limits down to 
0.1 ng ml−1 in buffer solutions. In a similar manner, an assay for 
carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) was developed in which antibodies were first 
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coupled to nanoparticles and the bioconjugates were then trapped on a gold 
electrode that was modified with a non-conducting polymer film obtained by 
electro-copolymerization with o-aminophenol (OAP) [73]. The formation of the 
antibody-antigen complex resulted in an increase in Rct in the presence of a 
Fe(CN)63−/4− redox probe with detection limit range of 0.5–20 ng ml−1. Faradaic 
immunosensors have generally been considered more sensitive as compared 
to capacitive measurements made at electrically blocked electrodes. However, 
the use of the ferro/ferricyanide redox probe system has been found to have 
detrimental effects on SAMs and reduce the activity of the immobilized 
proteins [74]. Furthermore, the observed signal change for affinity binding 
might not always be large as the small inorganic redox probes can easily 
penetrate through pinholes present in the SAM and the biorecognition layer. 
To improve sensitivity of Faradaic immunosensors, bulky redox molecules like 
NADH or redox enzymes like glucose oxidase have also been proposed instead 
on small redox species [75]. Enhancement in sensitivities can also be achieved 
by applying special approaches to immobilize the recognition element using 
conductive polymers like polypyrrol. This can result in an improved 
immunosensor response as the conductivity of the polymer film is strongly 
affected by conformal changes induced during the binding event [76,77]. 
Biotinylated polypyrrol films have been used to immobilize biotinylated 
antibodies via avidin [78]. The antigen binding results in an increase in the Rct 
with a LOD of 10 pg ml−1 observed for human IgG. In a similar direction, 
immunoassays have been reported where a change in ion conductivity of lipid 
bilayers with incorporated ion channels has been utilized for antibody-antigen 
detection. 
 

8.10.3. Amplification strategies 
Despite the potential for direct binding analysis, many impedance 
immunosensors suffer from the disadvantage that the observed interfacial 
changes (changes in Cint and/or Rct) are relatively small. This has led to the use 
of novel strategies that have been utilized to amplify the impedance response. 
One smart amplification approach taken from conventional immunoassays like 
ELISA is the use of a secondary antibody bound to an enzyme label that results 
in a sandwich like structure on the electrode surface. Bressler et. al. developed 
a capacitive immunosensor based on passivated IDEs and combined the 
original antibody-antigen interaction with a second binding event that 
attached a secondary antibody labeled with the enzyme catalase to the 
electrode surface. The catalase converts hydrogen peroxide to oxygen and the 
bubbles formed at the electrode surface drastically alter the dielectric 
properties, thus allowing very sensitive detection [79]. An enzyme label can 
also catalyze the formation of insoluble products that can precipitate on the 
electrode surface, thus amplifying changes in Rct and Cdl [80,81]. One of the 
most commonly used enzyme labels for amplifying immunoreaction response 
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is horseradish peroxidase (HRP) and screen printed electrodes have found to 
be suitable transducer for this kind of amplification [82]. Besides enzymes, 
nanoparticles have also been used for signal amplification. Firstly, 
nanoparticles have been used to modify the surface of electrodes before 
immobilization of recognition elements. This provides advantages like 
enhanced surface areas and increased concentration of recognition elements, 
thus resulting in amplified signals [83]. Examples include electrode 
modification with carbon nanotubes [84] or gold nanoparticles [85]. Secondly, 
nanoparticles have also been used as labels similar to enzymes to form a 
sandwich assay which will further alter the interfacial properties and the 
conversion of the redox probe will change at the electrode surface. An example 
includes the use of gold nanoparticle labeled antibodies to amplify the electron 
transfer resistance arising from the binding of the antigen to the 
immunosensor surface [86]. An interesting amplification strategy was 
proposed when using IDEs for DNA detection, and is also suitable for 
immunosensing. It includes the use of gold nanoparticle labeling followed by 
an additional step where the catalytic properties of gold are used to deposit 
silver, thus resulting in enlargement of nanoparticles [87,88]. When this 
enlargement proceeds to an extent where the surface particles contact each 
other, a conductive pathway is developed across the two interdigitated 
electrodes, thus resulting in ultrasensitive detection. While improved 
sensitivities can be achieved, some of these amplification techniques utilizing 
additional labels often require multiple steps, equipped laboratories and 
trained professionals and may not be suitable for point of care analysis. 

8.11. CONCLUSION 
The potential of impedance as a transduction mechanism for biorecognition 
events has been illustrated by the various examples in literature. Interdigitated 
electrodes and amplification strategies have been shown to significantly 
improve the impedance response. However, further research is still required to 
improve reproducibility and sensitivity of analyte detection, especially in real 
samples which are far more complex than spiked buffer samples. Furthermore, 
the presence of interfering species often results in non-specific binding which 
increases the reported limit of detection, and this is one of the major issues 
associated with impedance and in particular capacitive biosensing. While a 
complete impedance spectrum over a wide frequency range has often been 
utilized for characterization of electrode surfaces, it is often time consuming 
and not necessarily needed. The ability to directly detect affinity binding by 
using a frequency at which either the change in interfacial capacitance or 
charge transfer resistance is maximum is a very attractive option for 
biosensing applications. While still needing further improvements, impedance 
based biosensors can enable low limits of detection without the need for 
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additional labeling, making them highly suitable for point of care diagnostic 
applications. 
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